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CDW
NOW YOUR NETWORK
ISN’T SO OVERWORKED.
When left unmanaged, increases in bandwidth-intensive applications, cloud computing, virtualization and remote
networking will inevitably lead to network traﬃ c jams. Riverbed oﬀers WAN and application optimization solutions
to keep work ﬂowing, and as a Riverbed Elite Partner, we have the expertise to make those solutions work for you.
Together, we’ll help you alleviate data bottlenecks and increase reliability with unparalleled visibility and control of
IT resources across your hybrid enterprise.

RIVERBED GETS NETWORK OPTIMIZATION.
THE RIVERBED APPLICATION
PERFORMANCE PLATFORM
Riverbed oﬀers organizations a comprehensive
platform that delivers applications and data to
employees reliably and eﬃciently — wherever
they are. With Riverbed solutions, you’ll get:
Click-to-disk visibility

OPTIMIZED FOR THE HYBRID ERA

A POWERFUL PORTFOLIO

Improve application performance up to
100x, reduce IT costs and recover branch
operations instantly — all while increasing
agility with the full Riverbed Application
Performance Platform across modern
and complex network architectures.
It also oﬀers:

Riverbed boasts a deep and dynamic
portfolio of network infrastructure
solutions.

Exceptional application optimization
Application-centric network services

Application-speciﬁc visibility and control
that recognizes, analyzes and enhances
the performance of an application
Deployment options that include
appliances, software and cloud instances
that ﬁ t the changing environments of
where and how applications are hosted

Branch convergence to data center

Acceleration and delivery optimizations
that allow you to centralize and converge
IT infrastructure for lower total cost
of ownership

SteelHead for WAN Optimization
Accelerated delivery of any application
across the hybrid WAN that delivers
better visibility and user experience
SteelCentral for Performance
Management and Control
A command center for application
performance that combines user
experience, infrastructure, application
and network monitoring into a single
holistic view
SteelFusion for Branch Converged
Infrastructure
Instant provisioning and recovery of all
branch data without the need for servers,
storage or backup

Multilevel security, including applicationlayer protection

Leader of the Pack
Riverbed has been named a leader in Gartner’s 2015 Magic Quadrant for WAN Optimization — for the eighth consecutive year. It was also
recognized as a leader in Network Performance Monitoring and Diagnostics (NPMD), Magic Quadrant, in 2015.*

CDW GETS RIVERBED. WE’RE AN ELITE PARTNER.
Our team works closely with the professionals at Riverbed to oﬀer you access to the entire breadth of their portfolio,
and our deep understanding of their oﬀerings has earned us their highest recognition. With their powerful WAN
optimization tools and guidance from our industry-certiﬁ ed experts, we can help you ﬁ nd the right solution to meet
your organization’s networking needs.
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THE CDW APPROACH
At CDW, we oﬀer end-to-end services to support you as you look to implement a robust
networking solution. We can start by assessing your current environment by taking an
inventory of your network and performing a QoS assessment.
After identifying any problems, we can determine the right strategies to solve them. With a plan
mapped out, our team can conﬁgure your solution and work with you to smoothly implement it.
Once your WAN optimization solution is in place, we oﬀer a range of services to support your
team and keep it functioning. Our remote managed services can relieve your IT staﬀ from the
burdens of management.
And with our hosting and managed services, we can house your infrastructure in one of our
secure data centers while our engineering staﬀ manages it 24/7/365.
AWARDS AND CERTIFICATIONS
Riverbed Elite Partner — 2015
Riverbed Portfolio Partner of the Year for
North America — 2014

Riverbed Performance Management
Partner of the Year for the Americas — 2013

CASE STUDY

What’s really beautiful is the
diﬀerence between something
being disruptive, and everybody
stops working, versus now we
see that there’s a failure, and
we ﬁx it in the background.

AVOIDING DOWNTIME WITH IMPROVED
NETWORK RELIABILITY
Learn more about how one law ﬁrm used solutions from
Riverbed to boost both network performance and enduser productivity. With disruptive failovers eliminated,
attorney access to critical applications is ensured and
work continues seamlessly over the WAN.

CDW.com/lanthropgage

— Tim Soto
Infrastructure Manager, Lanthrop & Gage

To learn more about optimizing your WAN and application
delivery with Riverbed and CDW, contact your account
manager or call 800.800.4239.
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